WORLD :   TWO  WARS
At any rate, Tokyo is humming (and continued to hum for many
days) with almost continual cabinet meetings, conferences among
high military and naval officers and conferences with the Emperor.
We don't yet know just what is coming out of it all, but this is the
time, if ever, for Japan to adopt a new orientation of conciliation
with the United States, which might well be possible if Japan would
take certain steps of constructive statesmanship. It is a moment
pregnant with possibilities for a new turn in the road.
How this situation must chafe General Araki and his tribe, who
have consistently held that Japan can never feel safe until she has
taken Vladivostok and the Maritime Provinces. I have reason to
believe that one high Japanese statesman, a former Prime Minister,
intends to charge Matsuoka with having brought Japan into the
following situation through his policies :
 1.	With regard to Germany, Japan's hands are tied through the
Axis Pact;
 2.	With regard to Soviet Russia, Japan's hands are tied through
the neutrality treaty ;
 3.	The China conflict is no nearer settlement;
 4.	Negotiations with the Netherlands East Indies have failed to
produce the results which the public, through official propaganda,
have long been led to expect ;
 5.	The relations of Japan-with the United States have materially
and steadily grown worse.
It must be remembered that when Germany, after the conclusion
of the Anti-Comintern Pact, double-crossed Japan by signing a
non-aggression pact with Soviet Russia, the then Hiranuma-Ajita
cabinet resigned by way of accepting full responsibility. The thought
is being expressed that the Konoye-Matsuoka cabinet ought to
do the same thing now, or at least that Matsuoka himself ought to
get out.
JAPAN ADOPTS A WATCHFUL WAITING POLICY
TOWARDS RUSSIA
June 26, 1941
We learn that on June 24 the Soviet Ambassador did ask the
Foreign Minister as to Japan's attitude in the Soviet-German war
and was told that the policy of Japan had not yet been formulated.
This policy, said Matsuoka, would be largely influenced by a deter-
mination as to where the responsibility for the outbreak of war lay,
and he added that the fundamental policy of Japan was based on
the Axis. Japan must therefore determine whether Soviet-Japanese
relations could now be brought into line with this fundamental
policy of Japan.
It is clear that when Japan joined the Axis, it was done on the

